In this paper, a mechanism consisted of a double-cone rolling on two divergent-convergent rails is proposed to be used in the construction of a wave-powered electrical generator. Such divergent-convergent rails, attached to a buoy, can be materialized by using either straight V-rails, or eccentric circular rails. Rotational movement of the buoy, induced by the waves, is transformed into the rotational and translational motion of a magnetized double-cone. In this way, a variable magnetic field is extended over several coils, connected in parallel. Power generation is obtained through the electromagnetic induction effect. Firstly, a geometrical model is proposed to determine the length and radii of contact between the double-cone and the circular rails. Variation of the number of rotations, theoretically obtained, versus the rails eccentricity is validated by tests, where a double-cone, made in S45C carbon steel, is rolling on circular rails, made of A5052 aluminum alloy. Then, a model to evaluate the pressure of contact, and the change of potential energy of the double cone, is advanced. Based on such model, variation of the maximal contact pressure versus the rails eccentricity is clarified, for various loading patterns, corresponding to waves of different heights.
; Waters, 2008） ． Fig. 1 Schematic view of some systems proposed for electrical power generation from the wave energy, by using buoys fixedly attached to rods, buoys hinged to rods (pendular buoys), and buoys hinged between them. Wave motion is transformed either into the reciprocating translational motion of a rod, or into the rotational motion of a shaft connected to an electrical generator. Translational motion of the rod can be further transformed into the rotational motion of a shaft, e.g., by using a slider-crank mechanism, a rack-gear mechanism, a hydraulic (pneumatic) cylinder coupled to a hydraulic (pneumatic) motor or a turbine, etc. Translational motion can be directly used for power generation, e.g., by using a magnetized rod moving inside of a coil, as well as a cylinder covered by a piezoelectric or dielectric elastic membrane. Fig. 2 Left-side shows the schematic view of a gyroscopic power generator, where the rotational movement of a buoy, induced by the waves, is transformed into the rotational motion of the precession axis of the gyroscope, which is coupled to the shaft of an electrical generator. Right-side shows the schematic view of the proposed double-cone power generator, where the rotational movement of a buoy, induced by the waves, is transformed into the rotational and translational motion of a magnetized double-cone, which is rolling on divergent-convergent rails, materialized by using either straight V-rails or eccentric circular rails (see also the right side of Fig. 4 , and Fig. 6 ). Magnetized double-cone produces a variable magnetic field over several coils connected in parallel, power generation being obtained through the electromagnetic induction effect. 
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5・2 偏心円形レールを走行する双円錐の回転数
Variation of the potential energy:
Variation of the potential energy: Fig. 7 Tribological definition of the contact radii at the contact of the double-cone and circular rails (left-side), and discretization of conical surface by using cylindrical surfaces of small width (right-side). e 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45mm（偏心円形レール）とした．図 
